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“About PRESERVE”: “The

mission of PRESERVE is,

to design, implement, and

test a secure and scalable

V2X Security Subsystem for

realistic deployment scenarios.

: : : [Expected Results:] 1.

Harmonized V2X Security

Architecture. 2. Implementation

of V2X Security Subsystem. 3.

Cheap and scalable security ASIC

for V2X. 4. Testing results VSS

under realistic conditions. 5.

Research results for deployment

challenges.”
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Cars already include many CPUs.

Why build an ASIC?

PRESERVE deliverable 1.1,

“Security Requirements of Vehicle

Security Architecture”, 2011:

“Processing 1,000 packets per

second and processing each in 1

ms can hardly be met by current

hardware. As discussed in [32],

a Pentium D 3.4 GHz processor

needs about 5 times as long for

a verification : : : a dedicated

cryptographic co-processor is

likely to be necessary.”
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PRESERVE deliverable 5.4,

“Deployment Issues Report

V4”, 2016: “the number of

ECC signature verifications per

second is the key performance

factor for ASICs in a C2C

environment : : : [On a

4mm×4mm chip] the 180nm

technology may only yield enough

space for one ECC core, whereas

90nm will allow for up to ten ECC

cores and 55nm will allow for even

more.” For 180nm core says

max 100MHz, 100 verif/second.
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5

Compare to, e.g.,

IAIK NIST P-256 ECC Module:

858 scalarmult/second

in 111620 GE at 192 MHz

at 180nm (“UMC L180GII

technology using Faraday f180

standard cell library (FSA0A C),

9.3744 —m2/GE; worst case

conditions (temperature 125◦C,

core voltage 1.62V)”).

Signature verification will be

somewhat slower than scalarmult.

Still close to 100× more efficient

than the PRESERVE estimates.
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Let’s go back to PRESERVE’s

core argument for an ASIC.

Central claim: “As discussed

in [32], a Pentium D 3.4 GHz

processor needs about” 5ms

(i.e., 17 million CPU cycles)

for signature verification.

[32] is “Petit, J., Mammeri,

Z., ‘Analysis of authentication

overhead in vehicular networks’,

Third Joint IFIP Wireless and

Mobile Networking Conference

(WMNC), 2010.”
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7

[32] says “1. Introduction. Due

to the huge life losses and the

economic impacts resulting

from vehicular collisions, many

governments, automotive

companies, and industry consortia

have made the reduction of

vehicular fatalities a top priority

[1]. On average, vehicular

collisions cause 102 deaths

and 7900 injuries daily in the

United States, leaving an

economic impact of $230 billion

[2]. : : : [Similar story for EU:]

costing e160 billion annually [3].”
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8

Vehicles will communicate safety

information. “All implementations

of IEEE1609.2 standard [7] shall

support the Elliptic Curve Digital

Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)

[8] over the two NIST curves

P-224 and P-256. : : : In this

paper, we assess the processing

and communication overhead of

the authentication mechanism

provided by ECDSA. : : : Table

II. Signature generation and

verification times on a Pentium

D 3.4Ghz workstation [10]”
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180nm 32-bit 2GHz Willamette

(“2001 Intel Pentium 4”):

0.46ms (0.9 million cycles)

for Curve25519 scalarmult

using floating-point multiplier.

Integer multiplier is much slower!

Nobody has ever bothered

adapting this to signatures.

Would be ≈0:6ms for verify.

3.4GHz Pentium D (dual core):

same basic microarchitecture,

more instructions, faster clock.

Ed25519 would be >10× faster

on one core than Petit’s software.
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More general situation:

Paper analyzes impact of

crypto upon an application.

If the crypto sounds fast:

Why is the paper interesting?

Why should it be published?

If the crypto sounds slower:

Paper is more interesting.

Look, here’s a speed problem!

More likely to be published.

More likely to motivate

funding to fix the problem.
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18

Obvious question whenever an

application considers crypto

deployment: “Is it fast enough?”

Many random methodologies for

answering this question. Which

CPU to test? What to take from

literature and libraries? Reuse

mulmod, or curve ops, or more?

Slowest, least competent answers

are most likely to be published.

Situation is fully explainable by

randomness + natural selection.

There’s no evidence that Petit

deliberately slowed down crypto.
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what matters most for the users.
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where the heuristics get
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SUPERCOP benchmarking toolkit

includes 2155 implementations

of 595 cryptographic primitives.

>20 implementations of Salsa20.

Haswell: Reasonably simple ref

implementation compiled with

gcc -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer

is 6:15× slower than fastest

Salsa20 implementation.

merged implementation

with “machine-independent”

optimizations and best of 121

compiler options: 4:52× slower.
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Two examples of speed reported

in this 2017 paper for a 3.4GHz

Skylake (Intel Core i7-6700):

383.69 MByte/sec (8.86

cycles/byte) for AES CTR-DRBG

using AES-NI; 106.07 MByte/sec

(32 cycles/byte) for ChaCha20.
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